
Upgaming Introduces the New Thrilling Mini
Game "Speed X"

ZUG, SWITZERLAND, April 17, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Upgaming is

thrilled to announce the launch of its

latest mini-game, Speed X. Speed X is a

captivating crash game that delivers an

adrenaline-fueled experience to

gamers. Developed for both seasoned

and casual players, this innovative

crash game offers a unique blend of

excitement and simplicity, making it

the perfect choice for anyone looking

to dive into a new gaming adventure.

The game commences in the setting of the night city. The plot is simple: you are a bike rider,

navigating through the city streets at night with not a soul in sight. You find yourself on a thrilling

journey, with only your wits and reflexes to rely on as they help you to dodge and weave through

incoming obstacles. The objective? You have to kick open mysterious blue boxes that appear on

the road. Each of them contains random bonus multipliers that can significantly boost your

score.

Speed X is not just another game; it's an experience crafted for a diverse audience. Its intuitive

interface and straightforward gameplay ensure that anyone, from hardcore gamers to those

looking for a fun diversion, can easily pick up and enjoy the game.

The excitement surrounding Speed X's release has been visible within the gaming community.

Numerous of Upgaming’s partner operators have already embraced this new addition,

incorporating it into their platforms. While potential partners show keen interest in what Speed X

has to offer. The feedback from operators and the players has been overwhelmingly positive,

solidifying Speed X's position as a game not to be missed.  It is already available on Upgaming’s

mini game library, its’ award-winning aggregation software, and scalable iGaming platform.

Understanding the importance of accessibility and quality, Upgaming has ensured that Speed X

is compatible with a wide range of devices and operating systems. Whether players prefer

gaming on a desktop, laptop, tablet, or smartphone, Speed X provides a flawless gaming

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://upgaming.com/products/online-casino
https://upgaming.com/products/igaming-platform


experience that doesn’t compromise on performance. This cross-platform compatibility means

that players can enjoy the rush of Speed X wherever they are, whenever they want.

Speed X is more than just a game; it's a journey, a challenge, and a thrilling ride all rolled into

one. As Upgaming continues to push the boundaries of online gaming, Speed X stands as a

testament to the company’s commitment to provide engaging, high-quality gaming experiences

to the international iGaming community.

Get ready to embrace the night, kick open those boxes, and discover the thrill of Speed X. The

road is yours to conquer.  Read more about Upgaming’s new mini game Speed X.

About Upgaming:

Upgaming is a leading iGaming solutions provider, offering exclusive products, including ultra-

fast Sportsbook with scalable infrastructure, E-sports, live casino, casino and popular mini-games

unified in an innovative, multifunctional, and customizable iGaming platform. We offer a mixture

of iGaming software and products designed specifically to increase your customer's loyalty and

engagement. Committed to supplying our clients with the most convenient and user-friendly

interface, we enrich our platform with modern AI technologies, API protocols, and data

management tools.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/704386116
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